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T HE 35-5° h.p. chassis forming the
subject of the following notes is
made in Milan, but in its design

it departs considerably from what we in
this country have learnt to regard as
typical Italian practice. That is to say,
that accessibility has fiat been sacrificed in
an endeavour to attain an ultra-clean out
line, and apparent simplicity has not been
attained by ingeniously hiding parts. On
the contrary, ease of inspection, dis
mantling for repairs or replacement has
obviously been given dne consideration in
the design of the chassis throughout.

Engine.
The bore and stroke are 4in. by s!in.,

corresponding to a swept volume for the
six cylinders of 4'4'7 cu. in., the R.A.C.
rating being 38'4 h. p.

The six cylinders are cast in two blocks
of three, the blocks being retained on the
crankcase by studs with no spigot or
register. The provision of a bearing be
tween adjacent cranks has permitted of
ample water space between the cylinders,
the open top of the jackets being coverecl
by a long casting running from end to enrl
of the engine, and so arranged that it is
the equivalent of twin piping.
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CHASSIS.

Flat-top pistons are employed having a
rather long skirt, the total length being
approximately a diameter and a third.
Three rings are fitted a 11 above the gudgeon
pin, which is retained in position by a loca
tion button at either end. An alternative
piston is snpplied of somewhat heavier con
struction and having four rings above the
gudgeon pin.

Of H section, the connecting rod is
bushed for the floating gudgeon pin, the
small ends having plain phosphor-bronze
bushes, the big-ends being fitted with white
metal-lined bronze shells.

As the crankshaft is considerably off-set
from the centre line of the cylinders, the
cylinder barrels have had to be specially
shaped at the base to provide the necessary
clearance. Scoops are provided on the
connecting rod big-ends and dip into
troughs at the bottom of the crankcase.
It will be noticed that each of these
troughs is formed with the rear wall
slightly higher than the front to ensure
sufficient oil being retained when hill climh
ing, with a limited supply when descend
ing.

An oil-cooling sump is arranged beneath
the crankcase floor, which is provided with
communicating holes covered with gauze.

ALFA-ROMEOH.P.

Pump circulation is adopted, the centri
fuga I pump being arranged between the
magneto and the timing gear case, and the
water inlet pipe is attached to the cylincler
blocks by a fixing employing a central bolt
in place of the usual flange.

Side-by-side valves are employed; the
guides, which are exceptionally long, are
formed integral with the cylinder. A
single helical spring is fitted to each valve,
arranged between the grooved collar and
lower face of the water jacket, the valve
guide boss forming a rough spigot for the
spring.

Arranged in the upper half of the crank
case, the camshaft is carried in three bear
ings, the cams being formed integral. At
the front end the timing gear is mounted
on a parallel termination of the shaft, to
which the gear is keyed and retained by a
clamp; the adjacent camshaft bearing re
ceives its snpply of oil through a small
tube communicating with the timing gear
case. At th~ other end of the camshaft
a gear type oil pump is fitted. Tappets
fitted with particularly narrow rollers are
employed, each pair of guides being re
tained in the crankcase by a single bridge
piece having a central set-screw, the tappets
being arranged with the usual adjustment.
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General arrangement of enlline.



Cross section of engine,
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On this shaft are slidably mounted on
splines the two gears by means of which'
the various ratios are obtained, the for
ward gear providing direct and third speed,
while the rear gear gives second, first, and
reverse.

Rear axle.

No universal joint is fitted at the rear
end of the unenclosed propeller shaft, the
bevel pinion being keyed to the taper enr!
of the shaft and retained by a castellated
nut.

Thc pinion is carried by a journal ball
bearing of large diameter in front of which
is fitted a ball thrust washer. Adjacent to
the pinion the propeller shaft is mounted
in a journal ba II bearing of smaller dia
meter, a second thrust ball washer heing
fitted. Both sets of bearings are mounted
in a cylindrical housing spigoted into the
axle casing and retained by studs. Oil is
forced to find its way from the axle through
to the forward bearings, holes being drilled
in any parts offering obstruction, as, fa!
instance, the rear race of the forward ball
thrust washer. Leakage at the front end
is prevented by a well-designed packing
gland, fitted inside the open end of the

Transmission brake and propeller
shaft.

Mounted on the tapered end of the main
gearshaft, the universal joint fork is
formed with a substantial flange on which
is built up the transmission brake drum,
this being of the external contracting type.
The two shoes are actuated in the usual
manner by a cross-shaft and cams. The
brake is of large diameter and generously
proportioned throughout.

The intermediary piece to which the
brake drum is bolted also carries the uni
versal joint cover, the end of which is
partially spherical, an inner male member
fitted with a packing ring forming an oil
retainer, being held against the outer cover
hy a helical spring.

At the other end of the joint an oil
thrower is formed on the extreme end of
the universal joint fork to prevent oil from
finding its ,yay into the brake drum. It
will be noticed that the universal joint has
been carefully designed, ball bearings
heing employed for the trunnions. The
rear fork is arranged to float on the pro
peller shaft splines.

Arrangement of gearbox,.
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merely rest against the rear face of the fl y
wheel which forms their fulcrum.

The' plates are held in engagement by
compression springs arranged between the
rear plate and shouldered bolts which pro
ject through the clutch cover, diseng.age
ment being ensured by smaller compression
springs arranged on the same colts but
positioned on either side of the central disc.
In connection with the withdrawal me~

chanism, it should he noticed that a journal
ball race is employed to take the thrust, a
practice that is economical and, in view of
the slight work imposed, probably satis
factory. The driven shaft is spigoted on
a small iournal ball race housed in a
rece~s fon;lerl in the crankshaft.

Gearbox.
Giving four for war d

speeds with direct drive on
top, the gearbox is three
point slIspended.

Interest attaches to the
fact that the fonyard anr!
reverse speeds are obtained
hy means of only two sliding
parts. All the shafts are
mounted on double-row ball
bearings, and in no case are
they housed directly into the
aluminium. The main cast
ing is of box formation closed
with a large flat cover which
is heavily ribbed on top to
clamp resonance.

Formed integral with the
constant mesh pinion, the
r!riving shaft is mounted on
one single and one twin ball
race, the gear being made of
sufficient width to engage
with internal teeth cut on the
adjacent gear for obta.ining
the direct drive.

A central plain spindle is
employed for the layshaft on
which is built up the layshaft
proper. the various gears and
distance pieces being con
nected by square-ended dogs
instead of through keys or
splines.

Tbe main shaft is spigoted
in a twin ball race 'housed in
the constant mesh pinion,
two jonrnal ball races being
employed at the other end.

@@@

Coolmg of the oil is provided by having
three air tubes which pass longitudinally
through the sump; the efficacy of such
tubes is usually rendered negligible by the
fact that in such a position they are easily
clogged with mud.

Jt will be remembered that a similar
scheme was recently tried and abandoned
on a certain high efficiency car engine.

At the forward end of the crankshaft
the driving gear for the timing train of
ge"rs is mounted on a taper and retained
with ~eys and a thin ring nut. In front
of thIs a double belt pulley is screwed on
to the shaft, and drives, through Whittle
belts, both the fan and the dynamo. Oil
leakage is prevented at this end of the
crankshaft by a carefully designed pack
109 gland, an oil thrower being employed
at the opposite end of the crankshaft.

A Zenith dual type carburetter is fitted,
the air suction of which is controllably
heated. The exhaust manifold is a casting
of rectangular section, air fins being
formed on the three exposed sides. An
expansion joint is also provided between
the two manifold units.

Clutch.
A dry disc clutch is employed having

two inner and three outer plates. Both
inner diSCS are lined ,vith Ferodo and are
of very light built-up construction, each
being composed of an outer rim riveted to
an inner plate of slightly heavier gauge,
which in turn is riveted to a flange mounted
on the splined central shaft.

The flywheel, which functions as the
first member of the clutch, is spigoted and
bolted to the crankshaft flange, and the
clutch disc is actuated by means of a
sleeve and actuating levers. The levers
are mounted on the rear clutch plate, and
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TransmissIon brake.
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housing, outside of which is bolted a splil
,cover having a felt \vasher encircling the
plOpelier shaft.

Double helical bevels of vanadium nickel
steel are fitted. Bevel type differential
gear is employed, plain bushes being used
for the gears. The differential cage is
mounted in large diameter ball bearings in
housings, and not direct in the rear axle
·casing..

It will be noticed that thrust race is only
.arranged· on the near side of the crown

Steerin.l1 l1ear.

wheel, and that this is formed with a
special spherical seating. A light cover
closes the rear open end of the banjo axle
casing through wllich the differential gear,
etc., can be withdrawn.

An unusual arrangement is adopted for'
mounting the hub, a single journal ball
bearing of large dimensions being employed
"'hieh is arranged to take end location. It
,,-ill further be observed that this bearing
is retained by a circular nut which involves
the somev{hat unusual practice of screwing
the axle shaft at a point where it is sub
jected to considerable stress.

A gland is arranged adjacent to this hall
bearing which incidentally depril'es it of
-oil, and consequently a separate greaser
is fitted to be operated by hand.

The wheel brakes are of the internal ex
panding type, the brake drum being
mounted, as it should be, on the outside
of a flange on the hub which would have
made it readily detachable had bolts been
-employed. It will he noticed, however,

Section throuJlh clutch.
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that the makers use rivets for retaining
this part.

The rear axle is constrained by a tri
angular torque arm, which is attached to
the rear axle casing by means of a vertical
pin passing through two bosses in the
orthodox manner. At the forward end the
torque arm is attached to a link depending
from a cross-member. This type of torque
member, although once very popular, has
nOl\' been largely superseded.

Front axle and steering,.

Of the usual I section, the nickel steel
drop forged front axle is of the reversecl
Elliott type, the steering mi\'el pin being

secured into the axle end by a dowel pin.
Bronze bushes are employed above and
below; each axle end has bearings for the
chrome nickel stub axle, the thrust being
taken on the flanges of these bushes.

Two journal ball bearings are employed
in each front hub, the outer one being
arranged to take end location. A large
diameter washer is arranged between this
bearing and the retaining nut, as a pro
vision for supporting the hub in the even!
of the bearing failing.

The front wheels are retained by
shouldered studs holding the wheels he
tween a loose flange and another formed
integral with the hub body. Although
securely closed at the outer end by the hub
caps in the usual way, the provision of a
lip formed on the stub axle forging is
rather in contrast, and somewhat inade
quate to prevent dirt and water entering
the hub on the inner side.

A worm and full worm wheel, both made
from hardened and ground nickel steel, are
employed for the steering, the worm being

5

mounted in piain bearings, end thrust
being taken on an adjustable button
screwed through the base of the steering
column. The controls are taken through
the centre of the column.

General

The first impressions gained, in glancing
at the general arrangement drawings,
are that the design is of a very symmetrical
and straightforward nature, "ithout re
COurse to those falsities of structure and
inaptness to purpose which are sometimes
affected by Italian manufacturers.

An outstanding feature '\'hich, from the
design point of view, attracts attention is
the use of twin cantilever springs for the
rear suspension. This type of spring has
many advantages, among them being a"
parallel motion which permits the rear axle
to rise and fall without imparting to it
any angular motion. Whereas this type
of springing, in other applications which
have been noticed, has been relied upon to
take torque reaction, in this particular de
sign a separate torque member is fitted,
the rear spring Lracket being, therefore,
free to rock on the axle casing.

A further point which attracts attention
is the use of an open propeller shaft having
no univ·ersal joint or coupling at its rear
end. Interest attaches, in this connection,
to the fact that the torque arm is mounted
on a "ertica I swivel pin, implying recog
nition of lateral sway of the rear axle rela
tive to the chassis frame, while the sha ft
itself is given no sllch <'lccommodation.

Exact coincidence is demanded of the uni
versal joint and the torque arm pivot
centre; any lateral whip which may take
place would seem to invite bowing of the
shaft and possible" whirling."

Front axle swivel.



NICKEL-ALUMINIUM-COPPER ALLOYS.
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" fitted" part, instead of tbe easily abused
screw adjustlnent.

Tbe design througbout is commend·
able, sturdy construction being the charac
teristic.

The makers of tbe cbassis are Tng.
Nicola Romeo & c., Milan, Italy, tbe con
cessionaires for this country being ~Iessrs.

Salmons & Sons, 6-9, Upper St. !lIartin's
Lane, London, W.c. •.

thrust" washer is used for the dIfferential
cage mounting, the journal tace taking tbis
duty. Provision for adjusting tbe mesll of
the bevel wheels is not apparent; on many
cars of this type, howe,-er, the maintenance
of tbe vital adjustment is assured by the
deliberate use of a "selected lJ or

hardest product is, however, obtained by
reheating the quencbed alloy for sonw
time at 600° to 700° C. (say, t\\'o bour,
at 600°, or half-hour at 700°). The
alloys so treated g-enerally give better
properties than are obtained b, any uni
form rate of slow cooling (e.g., yield
point over 20 tons per sq. in., maximum
load over 40 tons per sq. in., elongation
about 'S to 25 per cenL).

Tbe heat-treated allo)'s shO\\' consider
able endurance under alternating stresses
above their true fatigue limit, the deter
mination of which involves a number of
prolonged tests.

\\Te are informed that IVIessrs. The
Anti-Attrition Metal Co., Ltd., have
closed their Cit)' offices at Cornwall
Buildings, 35, Queen Victoria Street,
London, E. C., and have opened more ex
tensive offices in ,iVestminster, the new
address being I, Victoria Street, \Vest
minster, London, S. 'V. 1.

Arrangement of rear axle.
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extra capacity has been obtained by tbe
use of live. plates instead of three.

A point meriting attention in the real
axle is the use of a single race at the outer
end, clamped by a ring nut and taking end
location clue to r03.d influences, as con·
trasted witb the systems where this bearing
is "free n and the thrust carried to the
bearings of the differential cage. Tn these
circumstances, therefore, no "counter-

The use of a five-plate clutch is of in
terest, a dry-plate clutch being usually
either of the typical "single-plate" order
(diagrammatically a three-plate), or of the
American type, namely, smaller in dia
meter and having from ten to twenty
plates. In the present instance the desired

chill-cast allo\'s and hot-rolled rods of
small section ~onsist almost wholly of the
alpha constituent. The cold-rolled rod.
obtained by hot-rolling followed b)' a few
passes in the cold, thus consists almost
wholly of the alpha constituent.

On annealing the cold-rolled allo)'s,
softening proceed" very slowl), up to
500°, at which temperature precipita
tion of the nickel-aluminium rich con
stituent begins to take place at an appre
ciable rate, with the result that with some
compositions a progressive increase of
hardness is obtained by holding the alloy
at 500° C. If the separation is sufficient
this Inay more than counterbalance the
previous· softening, giving an alloy of
high elastic limit and tellsile strength
and good elongation (e.g., a maximum
load of over 50 tons per sq. in., with an
elongation of 20 per cent.).

The rate of cooling from a temperature
above that at whicb the alpha solution
begins to deposit the special constituent
has a great influence on the mechanical
properties of the heat-treated alloys. The

space is arranged between the valve port
and the cylinder wall, which at this point
is its normal thickness. This practice can
hardly be recommended, while the shape
of the port is far from ideal.

A further point is that the efficiency of
the air-cooled sump is largely dependent
upon the air tubes remaining free from
mud, a condition not likely to be realised
in ordinary use.

In design the engine is straightforward,
though one or t\\'o details invite mild criti
cism. For instance, in spite of the fact
that some thought has apparently been ex
pended on the cooling of the cylinder
blocks, it will be noticed in the cross
sectional view of the engine that no water

I N a paper recentl), read by Professor
Read before the Institute of Metals on

tbe subject of "The Properties of Some
Nickel-Aluminium-Copper Alloys," the
author pointed out that in some of the
copper-rich nickel-aluminium-copper alloys
tl~e alpha solution will retain much more
nickel and aluminium at 9°00 c.
than at ordinary temperatures. Alloys
typical of the region comprised between
the limits of composition of the alpba
solution at gooO and at ordinary tempera
tures have been examined. These alloys.
while relatively soft on quenching from
gooO, are hardened by slow cooling from
that temperature or by reheating to lower
temperatures. This change is the result
of tbe appearance of a new constituent
(probably a nickel-aluminium-copper solid
solution), the separation of which is
accompanied by changes in the density
and electrical conductivity of the alloy in
addition to its effect on tensile, bardness,
notched bar, and other tests.

The separation of this special constitu
ent takes place somewhat slowly, so tha t


